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	We are proud to publish the sixth edition of Fundamentals of Information Systems. This new

	edition builds on the success of the previous editions in meeting the need for a concise

	introductory information systems text. We have listened to feedback from the previous edition’s

	adopters and manuscript reviewers and incorporated many suggestions to refine this

	new edition. We hope you are pleased with the results.





	Like the previous editions, the overall goal of the sixth edition is to develop an outstanding

	text that follows the pedagogy and approach of our flagship text, Principles of Information

	Systems, with less detail and content. The approach in developing Fundamentals of Information

	Systems is to take the best material from Principles of Information Systems and condense it into

	a text containing nine chapters. So, our most recent edition of Principles of Information

	Systems is the foundation from which we built this new edition of Fundamentals of Information

	Systems.





	We have always advocated that education in information systems is critical for employment

	in almost any field. Today, information systems are used for business processes from

	communications to order processing to number crunching and in business functions ranging

	from marketing to human resources to accounting and finance. Regardless of your future

	occupation, even if you are an entrepreneur, you need to understand what information systems

	can and cannot do and be able to use them to help you accomplish your work. You will

	be expected to suggest new uses of information systems and participate in the design of

	solutions to business problems employing information systems. You will be challenged to

	identify and evaluate IS options. To be successful, you must be able to view information

	systems from the perspective of business and organizational needs. For your solutions to be

	accepted, you must identify and address their impact on coworkers. For these reasons, a

	course in information systems is essential for students in today’s high-tech world.





	Fundamentals of Information Systems, Sixth Edition, continues the tradition and approach

	of the previous editions of this text and Principles of Information Systems. Our primary objective

	is to develop the best IS text and accompanying materials for the first information

	systems course required of all business students. Using surveys, questionnaires, focus groups,

	and feedback that we have received from adopters and others who teach in the field, we have

	been able to develop the highest-quality teaching materials available.





	Fundamentals of Information Systems stands proudly at the beginning of the IS curriculum,

	offering the basic IS concepts that every business student must learn to be successful. This

	text has been written specifically for the first course in the IS curriculum, and it discusses

	computer and IS concepts in a business context with a strong managerial emphasis.
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You Are a Brand!: In Person and Online, How Smart People Brand Themselves for Business SuccessNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2012

	Celebrity entertainers, star athletes, and corporate icons didn't accidentally wind up at the top - they branded their way there. Now you, too, can leverage the power of a personal brand, harness your potential and take charge of your career. Using strategies from the playbook of the Mad Men of Madison Avenue, advertising guru Catherine...
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The Attentive Brain (Bradford Books)MIT Press, 2000
There is perhaps no more compelling discipline in the behavioral and brain sciences today than cognitive neuroscience. This book provides a systematic examination of the cognitive neuroscience of attention, taking as its thesis that attention is not a unitary function of the brain. To fully understand attention, therefore, requires examination...
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Implementing NAP and NAC Security Technologies: The Complete Guide to Network Access ControlJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Prevent hacker exploits with this comprehensive implementation guide
    You're ready to see through the misconceptions and misinformation about NAP/NAC that might come your way. Here is an excellent resource for uncovering the actual vulnerabilities and exploits that the various NAP/NAC types can address. You'll find...
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Advances in Multiple Sclerosis and Experimental Demyelinating Diseases (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2007

	The past decade has witnessed significant advances in the understanding of the

	pathophysiology of MS and in the development of novel disease-modifying agents

	(DMA). The use of DMA in the treatment of patients with MS has drastically

	increased not only in the United States but throughout the rest of the world.
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My New iPad: A User's Guide (3rd Edition) (My New... (No Starch Press))No Starch Press, 2012

	
	
		There’s an old story about blind men examining
	
		an elephant. Based on what they feel, each
	
		man concludes that the elephant is something
	
		completely different—one man believes the
	
		elephant is a tree, another man a snake, the
	
		third a wall. When you first share your iPad with
	
		your family and...
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Adobe Photoshop CS5 RevealedDelmar Cengage Learning, 2010


	Th e Revealed Series is your guide to today’s

	hottest multimedia applications. Th ese

	comprehensive books teach the skills behind

	the application, showing you how to apply

	smart design principles to multimedia

	products such as dynamic graphics,

	animation, web sites, soft ware authoring

	tools, and digital...
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